
Miss a turn

An error in the 
computer data. 
We need to check.

Data Error
A
B
C

Earth Swing-by

Touchdown (Landing)

-Successful touchdown.
You receive      .

-Cancel the touchdown.
Wait for the next turn.

Confirmed 
the Artificial CraterSample Collection

How many “Saikoro Chances” do 
you have ? Let’s count them (    ).
You can roll a dice once per one 
“Saikoro Chance.”
If you rolled            ,
then you have one .
Please remember the total 
number of you collected.
The number of  you collect 
will be added to your game score 
at the goal.  

！

Ryugu Course

Ryugu Course

Safety Zone

(c)JAXA

Roll a dice and go to the circular Ryugu course.
While the projectile is blowing away weathering 
surface of Ryugu, Hayabusa2 escapes behind 
Ryugu to avoid debris from projectile explosion.

Evacuation Maneuver

-Successfully controls the speed and  
direction -move to Route 1. You receive
-Need more speed -move to Route 2.
-The direction is off from the planned 
one -move to Route 2.

 

Hayabusa2 will 
explore the 
deep space.

©JAXA

You can find 
the answer 
where I am 
laughing on 
this board.

If you get it 
right, 
you receive

Go back 
two squares

What is “Swing-by”?
Hayabusa2 can 
increase its speed 
and change direction 
toward “Ryugu” 
with the help of 
Earth’s gravity and 
revolution speed.

Departure 
from “Ryugu” 
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-Launch successful-move your game piece 
the number of  squares shown by the dice 
you rolled. You receive      .
- Launching postponed due to bad weather.
Wait for the next turn.

-Postpone the launching for 
instrument check� Miss a turn.

(c)NASA

Succeeded on Dec. 03, 2014 

Route 1

(c)JAXA

©JAXA

(c)JAXA

Let's Experience the Round-trip Voyage to the Asteroid Ryugu
by the Japanese Explorer Hayabusa2 with a Traditional Board Game Sugo-Roku. 

What are Asteroids?
They are small rocky 
bodies orbiting the sun 
but could not grow 
large enough to become 
planets.  They’re full of 
solar system’s secrets.

Shuffle the crater 
cards well and put 
them face down.

DANGER!
Debris 

around here.
Let’s escape!

DANGER!
Debris 

around here.
Let’s escape!

You can find the 
answer 
....on Earth.

Messages from 230,000 people

⑴ Roll a dice and place your game piece on the number that 
you rolled and wait for your next turn.
If you rolled                       , you receive      .
If you rolled     , you receive           .
⑵

Orbital Selection

2

2

4
4

23 2
2

3
1

Arrive at “Ryugu”
First, go around and investigate “Ryugu.”

Two robots
In order to research 
“Ryugu”, 
Hayabusa2 carries 
two robots, 
MINERVA-Ⅱ 

and MASCOT.

Small Carry-on 
Impactor (SCI)
is separated 
successfully.

Hayabusa2’s fine play
Hayabusa2 is expected 
to find key information 
for understanding the 
origin of life on Earth. 

Samples that Hayabusa2 
will bring back from 

the C-type asteroid Ryugu
may contain water and 

organic matter.

Return to Earth
Hayabusa2 will not 
land on Earth and 
continue to the next 
exploration.  Only 
the capsule with the 
samples will be 
returned to Earth.

(c)JAXA

Projectile blew away weathering surface of Ryugu
and exposed FRESH soil from underground of Ryugu.
Which is the crater you made?

(c)JAXA

Observation 
by MINERVA-Ⅱ

Observation 
by MASCOT

(c)JAXA

Return to Earth

If you stop right at the “Capsule’s Re-entry,” you 
make it to the goal ! Until you can stop 
at the square, go back and forth between 
“Capsule’s Re-entry” and this “Return to Earth.”

Go back 
two squares

！
Reset the important 
equipment to control 
the explorer’s direction. 

Reaction Wheel Maintenance

Planned in Jun.  2018

Asteroid Explorer 
“Hayabusa2”

Its mission is to bring 
back FRESH soil samples 
from asteroid “Ryugu.”

Ryugu(1999JU3)
Asteroid is 
numbered in 

the order of that 
found in the year.

Capsule’s 
Re-entry  

Route ２

See our activity 
on the top left side!
Separated 
Camera (DCAM3) 
is separated 
successfully.

Go back 
one square

Sugo-

Drop Target Markers
Mark landing position.

Beginning Position of 
Ultra Mission

Explosion and safety
is confirmed.

Was an artificial crater 
created? 

Please stop at each square 
on the left from this point.

I’m 
DCAM3.

Earth Swing-by (c)JAXA

Confirmed 
shooting 
projectile 
from SCI

Debris

Explosion

Shooting

Separation

Confirmed 
debris 
around 

Confirmed 
no debris  

Safety
!

Confirmed 
separation 
of SCI

Confirmed 
explosion 
of SCI

2.5 years

1 year

Earth Ryugu

Hello, 
this is 
SCI.

Is this true?
Is there a bullet 
train named 
“Hayabusa”
in Japan ?

◯ or ×

The best orbit is what has been planned !

In what order 
“Ryugu” 
was found in 
1999?
① 55th
② 95th
③ 1000th

If you get it 
right, 
You receive 

When you stop at a square with this 
icon, you  can  have a chance to gain 
more “Saikoro Chances”(   ) by rolling 
a dice. Be careful, however, because 
you need to pay one “Saikoro
Chance” for the chance to collect 
Samples (         ) so you may end up 
with less “Saikoro Chances.”

Attention !
This is “Saikoro Chance”. Succeeded on Dec 03, 2015

Ryugu Course

Hello, I’m Nisuke,  a navigator 
of this Sugo-Haya2.
*Yellow squares are “Mission”   
squares. --------------------à

*Pink squares have quizzes for 
you to answer.

*Blue squares give you 
interesting knowledge.

*Red squares mean “Danger.”

Sugo-Roku Hayabusa2

Hayabusa’s capsule (c)JAXA

Ready? 
Go to Ryugu Course.
Ultra mission start!

Let’s return
to Earth !

Planned
in 2019

Planned in 2019

Planned  in 2019

Planned  in 2020

All others receive no          .
Let’s count them total number of          !
The player with the most win!

The capsule was safely retrieved!

1st
＋ 3

3rd

＋ 1
2nd
＋ 2	

You find extra   in the capsule!

Planned  in 2020

Let’s read out in a loud 
voice at blue squares !

Confirmed Safety
Skip to 

the “Beginning 
Position of Ultra 

Mission” 
square.

Saikoro
(dice)

projectile

TRUE	/	FALSE

Collect FRESH 
soil samples 
by sampler horn.If you have five 

“Saikoro Chances,” 
you can roll a dice 
five times.

Confirmed Safety
Skip to 

the “Beginning 
Position of Ultra 

Mission” 
square.

Confirmed Safety
Skip to 

the “Beginning 
Position of Ultra 

Mission” 
square.

Illustration:	Akihiro Ikeshita Only the player 
who reaches 
this square first 
can answer 
this quiz.

If you stop right 
at  this square, 
you can move to the 
”Capsule’s Re-entry.”

SAMPLE

SAMPLES

SAMPLES

SAMPLES

SAMPLES

SAMPLES

SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLESAMPLESAMPLE SAMPLE

SAMPLE

Hayabusa2 descends to a crater 
of several meters in diameter.

SAMPLE

Special thanks to…
・All members of Hayabusa2 team for showing us 
exciting Hayabusa2’s great missions.

・Mr. Akihiro Ikeshita for helping our imagination about
Hayabusa2’s missions with your excellent illustrations.

・English advisers for helping our world debut.
・All players of this game. 

Illustration:	Akihiro Ikeshita

Illustration:	Akihiro Ikeshita

Illustration:	
Akihiro Ikeshita

Illustration:	Akihiro Ikeshita

Illustration:	
Akihiro Ikeshita

Illustration:	
Akihiro Ikeshita

(c)JAXA

Wait for the 
next turn.You move 

to the next 
blue square. Bigger than or equal 

to the number 
you are on.

Move to 
the next 
square.

You roll 
a dice.

Smaller than 
the number.

You roll 
a dice.

-Position A, peal off A
-Position B, peal off B
-Position C, peal off C

・If you made a large crater, you receive          .
・If you made a small crater, you receive      .
・If you made no crater, wait for your next turn
to roll a dice.

Is there FRESH surface exposed?

Illustrations of Hayabusa2 by Mr. Akihiro Ikeshita


